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Roland Halpern

Colorado Voters for 

Animals

Carmen Olivarez Self

Ali Brieske Self

AAeron Calkins Olde Glory Fireworks

Heidi Henkel Self

Gail Lindley Self

Steve O'Dorisio Self

Chris Brunette

Colorado Division of 

Fire Prevention and 

Control - Responsible 

Meghan MacKillop CML

Kelly Wiedemer Self

I support this bill 100%.  

Thank you, Shannon, for sponsoring it!! 

Bret Koprowicz Self

I believe we should decriminalize the use of fireworks for the month of July from 11am to 

midnight.  We could let people buy them in Colorado instead of Wyoming and use the tax 

dollars to replace aging roads and bridges.  You get more bang for your buck.  You are not 

going to stop free Americans from driving to Cheyenne.  Might as well keep the revenue here in 

Colorado.  Most of Wyoming firework customers are from Colorado. 

Jill Lewis Self

I live in Westminster.  My address is above.  The City of Westminster has an ordinance against 

any fireworks which leave the ground, yet airborne fireworks large and small are set off in the 

vicinity every year.  Taking a walk in the evening on the 4th of July I've had to cross the street to 

avoid airborne fireworks being set off in neighbors' driveways.  

The large aerial displays vie for the size and magnificence of those seen simultaneously in the 

cities of Broomfield, Westminster and other surrounding cities.  



They are very loud and continue to be shot off past midnight.  Those setting them off do not 

have the permission or perhaps even the training, to be doing so.

(Fireworks are set off other times of year also, but not to the exent of July 4th).

These fireworks above and beyond the ones allowed, are a disturbance of the peace and create 

fear.  You hear them take off and wait for the bangs.  Pets hide.

I support this bill to limit the availability of these fireworks.
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Deborah Whiteman Self

I, along with my neighbors have been subjected to the excessive use of fireworks in my 

neighborhood since purchasing my home in Sherrelwood 7 years ago. This has resulted in 

many sleepless nights and forced me to resort to medicating my dogs. The use of fireworks is 

relentless during the summer. The mortars are unnerving. I am always afraid they will cause a 

fire on my property. Were they limited to holidays I would understand, however it sounds like will 

live in a war zone all summer. This has impacted my job , caused myself and my pets undue 

anxiety and I am left cleaning up the remnants in the street, sidewalks and my yard. I know my 

neighbors are angry and frustrated as well. I strongly support any effortts to curtail the sale and 

use of fireworks in residential neighborhoods.



Sincerely,



Deborah Whiteman

Ken Ciancio Self

I support this bill, and any bill that makes it more difficult for people to purchase commercial fire 

works. My neighborhood in southern Westminster and unincorporated Adams County seem to 

be  ground zero for the shooting off of commercial fire work products. The timeframe of the 

explosion of fireworks in our neighborhood seems to start in early June and last until well after 

the 4th of July. The constant barrage of fireworks, well into the early morning hours day after 

day is a detriment to the mental health of people and animals. 
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Gail Lindley Self

Good afternoon,



As a retired law enforcement officer from Denver, who worked a safety car

during the week before July 4th and again after the holiday ended, our call load was extremely 

high.  Denver had up to 2-3 dedicated patrol cars per district ( Denver has 6 districts) and we 

were partnered with a firefighter.  The hours worked were from

approx 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. as a rule and depended on the call load.



One night in north Denver, a pop bottle rocket was shot off by a neighbor that entered an open 

window on the second floor on an old home that has just been remodeled.

No one was home, and the house was a total loss.  So a $2.00 pop bottle rocket devastated a 

family residence to the tune of 100 of thousands of dollars.



The main response we received was after the offending party was contacted was " But I can buy 

them"  Because DPD District 1 borders Adams County , that was true when purchasing in the 

fireworks on north Federal.



There are too many exceptions to the rules that city and counties make/enforce about the use of 

fireworks.  We need a state mandate so there is not confusion on the part of our citizens.



Respectfully,



Gail Lindley










